
Description

The Opticon OPL9815, a Bluetooth™ laser scanner from Opticon, features GPS, a real-time clock and 18-key operation for
data-capture applications that require location and time stamps, as well as data entry. The Opticon OPL9815 is perfect for
inventory, logistics, warehouse and retail applications. Since the Opticon OPL9815 is programmable, channel partners can
create custom solutions around the Opticon OPL9815 using the free SDK from Opticon.

Product Features

The Opticon OPL9815 has everything on board to ensure an optimal ease of use. A fast 32-bit processor, integrated barcode
laser scanner, clear (alpha) numeric keypad, easy to read LCD display (with backlight) and a powerful, rechargeable, Li-Ion
battery provide fast and highly efficient data entry and -processing in many applications.

Combine three types of registration at once; barcode data, time stamp and position tracking. Comfortable use
The shape of the product provides a convenient fit. The Opticon OPL9815 enables comfortable single-hand scanning. The
LCD display allows easy readability of as many as 10 lines of information. The numeric keypad enables the user to navigate
through the loaded application and add information to the scanned data.

Rugged. The Opticon OPL9815 is sealed up to IP 54 standards and withstands drops of 1.5 meter.

Flash ROM and RAM memory. The Opticon OPL9728 provides program and data storage

Various cradles are available providing communication and charging options. The IrDA interface within the cradle allows data
transfer when the scanner is inserted for charging. The multiple station cradle permits charging of up to 5 terminals
simultaneously.

Enclosed items

Handstrap for OPL-97xx Article number : 10225

Accessories
Sold separately

Battery 3,7V/1100mAh ( suitable for OPL9815 from SN# Pxxxxxx ) Article number : 12025
Battery 3,7V/1000mAh ( suitable for old model OPL9815 without letter in SN# (numeric only) ) Article number :
13090
CRD 9723 RU: Single serial communication cradle Article number : 10935
CRD 9723 RU5: Multibay cradle, 5x communication, 5x charging Article number : 11098
Nylon case for OPL-97xx and DCL15xx Fixed clip Article number : 10839
Nylon case for OPL-97xx and DCL15xx Swivel clip Article number : 10838
Nylon case for OPL-97xx and DCL15xx Window Swivel clip Article number : 11211

Features

Properties

Warranty:    2 years 



Serie(s):    OPL-98xx 

Including:    Battery Wrist strap 

Physical

Connection(s):    Wireless 

Technical details

Platform:    Proprietary 

IP rating:    IP54 

Scan engine:    Laser (1D) 

Wireless Communication:    Bluetooth Bluetooth HID Bluetooth SPP 

Barcodes:    1D 


